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Background

U+5CC0 looks like the following picture in the CodeCharts of Unicode 15.1:

![Fig.1 U+5CC0 in Unicode 15.1](image1)

And the following picture shows the CodeCharts of Unicode 16.0 Alpha Review, after the horizontal extension by J—source:

![Fig.2 U+5CC0 in Unicode 16.0 (Alpha Review)](image2)

Additionally, from Unicode 3.1 (March, 2001), U+5CC0 has a compatibility character U+2F879 with its source TF—2662:

![Fig.3 U+2F879 in Unicode 15.1](image3)

Obviously, U+5CC0 and U+2F879 mixed the two shapes 峀 and 峀. These two shapes are now considered as variants, but actually they are phonetically, graphically and semantically different, and need to be disunified. In IRGN2210, Eiso Chan once raised this...
issue to TCA but TCA disagreed to disunify this character. However, this is not an issue solely related to TCA. Please see the following description.

Properties of ㄓ and 𡖦

For the former one, in IRGN2210, Eiso Chan gave out some evidences related to G-source and K-source to show that ㄓ is a variant of 崕. Due to space constraints, the evidences in IRGN2210 will not be repeated here. In this proposal, I would like to add evidences related to T-source and KP-source.

Although 教育部異體字字典 does not include ㄓ as a character entry, in 形體資料表 column of 崕, ㄓ appears as its variant:

Fig.4 〒 in 教育部異體字字典
It matches the statement in IRGN2210.

In KP0, the characters are sorted by the Korean pronunciation in the DPRK order, and we could see that 岚 is located between 岩 (pronounced “su”) and 帥 (pronounced “su”), so its pronunciation should undoubtedly be “su”.

![Fig. 5 KPS 9566 on zi.tools](image)

In KP1, the characters are sorted by the radical first; for the same radical, the characters are sorted by the residual strokes; and when the residual strokes are also the same, they are still sorted by pronunciation (Sim, 2022). We could see that 峯 is located between 岩 (pronounced “su”) and 嵴 (pronounced “jeo”), so its pronunciation should very likely be “su” (the variant of 岩), and impossible to be “bang” (嶀, the variant of 邦), since b comes before s.
It also matches the statement in IRGN2210.

**For the latter one,** in IRGN2210, Eiso Chan also gave out some evidences related to G–source and T–source to show that 嶇 is a variant of 邦; and for G–source, it is also an independent character used for a place name different from 邦. Due to space constraints, the evidences in IRGN2210 will not be repeated here. In this proposal, I would like to add evidences related to J–source.

In 《大漢和辭典》 (Daikanwa Dictionary), 嶇 is interpreted as the ancient form of 邦, thus it is a variant of 邦.
It also matches the statement in IRGN2210.

By the way, K–source also includes 筠 as KC–07223; but in their CJK Ideographs Search System, the given provenance and context in the page of KC–07223 are not for 筠 but for 拭 (U+31844, KC–07242). Maybe the database has some malpositions, and I hope that the Korean experts could give out the right provenance and context for 筠, to show us whether it is also the variant of 邦 or not.

**Summary**

To briefly sum up, we can list 筠 and 筠 in multiple sources as the following table: (Note that, red indicates the current sources for U+5CC0, including the newly horizontally–extended J–source in Unicode 16.0 Alpha Review)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G-source</th>
<th>T-source</th>
<th>J-source</th>
<th>K-source</th>
<th>KP-source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>亻</td>
<td>GE-3735</td>
<td>TF-2662</td>
<td>JMJ-068030</td>
<td>K0-617C</td>
<td>KP0-E3E3 (KP1-3F3E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>亻</td>
<td>GKX-1594.81</td>
<td>T4-2634</td>
<td>JMJ-010468</td>
<td>KC-07223</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suggestions on Disunifying

As mentioned above, 亻 and 亻 are phonetically, graphically and semantically different in multiple sources. Thus it is unreasonable to unify them.

Since K0 and KP0 are the basic character sets in South Korea and North Korea, the correspondence between them and Unicode are not able to be changed. We suggest to keep 亻 on U+5CC0 - just as in the initial Unicode version; and move 亻 to a new codepoint (maybe as a UNC, or maybe as a new G-source character to WS2024 as the place name).

In other words, TCA is suggested to move T4-2634 to a new codepoint, TF-2662 to U+5CC0, and change the source reference on U+2F879 to TU-2F879; Japan is suggested to move JMJ-010468 to a new codepoint, and add JMJ-068030 for U+5CC0; China and (South) Korea are suggested to do a horizontal extension on the new codepoint, or to submit 亻 as a new character.

(End of document)
1. Background

- This is a response to IRGN2676Disunify5CC0.pdf (2024-03-09) by CheonHyeong Sim (沈天珩, aka TianHeng Shen) and Ziheng Gao (高子恒).

- IRGN2676 is much related with the issue #1 in IRGN2210R_U+5CC0_U+2F936__Eiso_CHAN dated on 2017-06-08 at IRG #48.

- At IRG #48, I could find the following comments in the editorial report.

  o IRGN2210 Dis-unification of 2 Characters
    The editors reviewed all raised issues and will respond before next IRG meeting. For Issue 2, .... Need consideration

- TCA seems to have said that TCA needed more time to investigate this issue. However, the author could not find a response from TCA after IRG #48 (please correct me if I am wrong).

- It seems that, after IRG #48, the issue of disunifying U+5CC0 mentioned in IRGN2210R has not been discussed.

- The current situation of two characters, 峀 U+5CC0 and 峍 U+2F879 (Compatibility char.) is well summarized in IRGN2676 and repeated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G-source</th>
<th>T-source</th>
<th>J-source</th>
<th>K-source</th>
<th>KP-source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>峀</td>
<td>GE-3735</td>
<td>TF-2662</td>
<td>JM-068030</td>
<td>K0-617C</td>
<td>KP0-E3E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GKX-1594.81</td>
<td>GHZR-10791.16 (GDM-?????)</td>
<td>T4-2634</td>
<td>JM-010468</td>
<td>KC-07223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Review results

- The author reviewed the evidences and opinions in the two documents.
- It seems that, based on the evidences in the two documents, the suggestions in the two documents are quite logical and reasonable.

3. Suggestions

- Basically, the suggestions below are based on the suggestions in the two documents.

1) TCA could consider moving T4-2634 glyph and source reference in U+5CC0 to a new character (codepoint) \[ \text{new character} \] (NOT to U+2F879, a compatibility char).

2) TCA could consider moving TF-2662 glyph and source reference in U+2F879 to U+5CC0.

3) TCA could consider changing the T source reference of U+2F879 to TU-2F879.

4) Japan could consider moving JMJ-068030 glyph and source reference to a new character (codepoint) mentioned in 1) above.

5) Japan could consider adding JMJ-010468 glyph and source reference to U+5CC0.

6) Rep. of Korea (src. ref. KC-07223) and China (src. ref. GXX-1594.81) could consider
   6a) doing a horizontal extension on the new character (codepoint) mentioned in 1) above; or
   6b) submitting \[ \text{new character} \] as a new character.

7) IRG could consider removing UCV #94.
4. RE: the wrong information about KC-07223 in https://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/

- The evidence information about KC-07223 in koreanhistory.or.kr is NOT about KC-07223, but about a different character 惹 (KC-07242, U+31844).

- I will try to contact the manager of this web site. However, it may not be easy to get the correct evidence information since the evidence information is not updated these days.

# The following information is about KC-07242 (=U+31844), NOT about KC-07223.

* * *
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